
Cultural Program



Nature and culture united in WILD10  At the World Wildernesss Congress, 
culture is not just entertainment, it is part of the conservation solution. WILD10 has a com-
prehensive contemporary and traditional cultural program focused on raising awareness 
among our delegates and among the citizens of Salamanca.

public welcome 
The Trail to Salamanca The Mayor of Salamanca will officially welcome the hikers who are walking to 
Salamanca along different paths, from a number of departing points in Europe. El Camino Salvaje will 
celebrate the importance of wilderness in Europe and the arrival of WILD10 to Spain.   
3 Oct / Plaza Mayor / 18.30pm / Open to the public

photography, communications and conservation 
WiLDspeak  A 3-day conservation communications symposium, hosted by the International League of 
Conservation Photographers, that will highlight the many innovative ways in which visual communications 
can help conservation programs achieve tangible successes.  
8-10 Oct / Teatro Juan del Enzina / 09.30 - 18.30 /  3-day pass available online at www.wildspeak.org / 
Day tickets available only at Palacio de Congresos / Students discounts available.

iLCP Expeditions A selection of images from the 
latest expeditions of the International League of 
Conservation Photographers  
4-10 Oct / Exhibit room at Hospedería Fonseca / 
Open to the public

WILD Lounge  Space dedicated to young professionals who work for a wilder planet. Coalition WILD is 
an international community connected to young people around the world, a platform where innovative 
ideas, land-related projects, activities and events are empowered, targeting the attention of younger 
generations.  4-10 Oct / Expo hall at Palacio de Congresos / Open to the public from 9 to 20h. 

Expo WILD10  Educational and commercial infor-
mation displays related to nature conservation. 
4-10 Oct / Expo hall at Palacio de Congresos / 
Open to the public from 9 to 20h.

EnArbolar. Big Trees 4 Life
Felix Rodriguez de la Fuente Foundation and 
Valencia Council - IMELSA, inaugurate this exhibit 
of science, culture, environment and art related 
to the arboreal heritage of Spain.
4-10 Oct / Expo hall at Palacio de Congresos / 
Open to the public from 9 to 20h.

Wild Wonders of Europe  A stunning photographic 
initiative that documents the remarkable return 
of wildness and wildlife to Europe
3 Oct - 3 Nov / Museo de Salamanca / Open to the public

Message in a bottle / Brushtrokes at the brink
American designer, writer and activist Asher Jay,  
strong advocate for animal rights, conservation of 
wildlife and sustainable development, will present 
two of her world renowned collections  
4-10 Oct / Expo hall at Palacio de Congresos / 
Open to the public from 9 to 20h.

The Living Med  A long term project of nature 
photography and multimedia communications, 
conceived by 3 Spanish photographers, with the 
conservation of the Mediterranean Basin at its core.   
4-30 Oct / Plaza Anaya /  Open to the public

The Language of the Stones The artist and activist 
Beatriz Padilla presents her latest field painting 
initiative, crafted from the outpost overlooking 
El Mirador, the extensive Maya archaeological 
zone in Guatemala. 4-10 Oct / Expo hall at Palacio de 
Congresos / Open to the public from 9 to 20h.

Clouds Forests of Mexico  Cloud forests are 
among the most biodiverse ecosystems in our 
planet, and also one of the the most endangered. 
Discover them in this exhibit by Santiago Gibert.
4-10 Oct / Universidad Pontificia / Open to the public

Wild Australia  Richard Green is one of the most 
outstanding landscape photographers in Australia. 
Enjoy his spectacular exhibit in large format. 
4-10 Oct / Expo hall at Palacio de Congresos / 
Open to the public from 9 to 20h.
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International League of Conservation Writers
A group of professional conservation writers will offer 
three workshops on the art of writing about nature
08 Oct - Using Writing to Complement your Creations 
09 Oct - The Art of Writing: Through Editor’s Eyes
10 Oct - Writing and Geography
Hospedería Fonseca / Online registration / Day tickets 
available at registration desk / Student discounts

WILDshorts  Festival  An evening outdoors with 
short films about wild nature in connection with 
mind and body. Inspiring histories will take us closer 
to the amazing beauty of wilderness and some of 
the threats it is facing today
9 Oct / Plaza de Bandos / 20.00h / Open to the public

Boa Mistura  
Madrilenian urban artist ensemble, whose projects 
have been displayed in South Africa, Norway, Berlin 
and Sao Paulo. They will paint one of their unique 
creations on a public wall as a gift from WILD10 to the 
people of Salamanca. Enjoy their live creative work.
4-9 Oct / Muro Sur, María Auxiliadora 87 / Public event

Nature Film Festival   A selection of the best 
contemporary nature films, including national 
and international productions about wildlife, 
conservation and social topics.
4-10 Oct / Teatro Juan del Enzina / Free admission / 
Detailed program available at the Theatre
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Luis Paniagua  Spanish musician who develops the concept of ancestral music, and is considered one of 
the pillars of new alternative music. He is a celebrated ethnic instruments virtuoso including sitar, ancient Medi-
terranean lyre, and percussions among others, which he includes in his recordings and performances. 
David Rothenberg  Naturalist, philosopher, musician, composer and author who has written and performed 
for many years on the relation between humans and nature. He is the author of the book Why Birds Sing, 
about how to make music with birds, and Thousand Miles Song, about music and whales.
El Cobo y Enriquito Sexteto  Flamenco fusion by experienced young musicians: Enrique Rodriguez (trumpet), 
Victor Gonzalez Aceituno (percussions), Pedro Medina (guitar), Yago Salorio (bass), Jafo Gonzalez 
(guitar) and Raul Cobo (vocals).
Baba Brinkman  Canadian artist and rapper, writer, actor and tree planter, renowned for his awarded Rap 
Guide to Evolution and his live theatrical performances. He will present Rap for the Wilderness, an original 
composition for WILD10.
5 Oct / 20.30 / Sala Mayor at Palacio de Congresos / Free tickets at the door, subject to availability of seats

Julie Cajune  Educator and spokesperson for indigenous people. She is presenting her performance Belief, 
in collaboration with the poet Jennifer Finley-Greene and Director Linda Grinde. A unique ensemble 
of live poetry and music portraying the history of the Salish women, the native people from Montana, 
where the audience is invited to believe in themselves, in music and love. 
8 Oct / 20.00h / Sala Mayor at Palacio de Congresos / Free tickets at the door, subject to availability of seats

Zulu Artisans  Live handcraft making from a representative of the Zulu ethnic group
4-10 Oct /  Sala de Exposiciones at Palacio de Congresos / Open to the public from 9 to 20h.

CO2 emissions offset  Participate in a reforestation journey as a collective effort to compensate the 
emissions generated by the congress, organized by WWF Spain
Date and time to be confirmed

Group Yoga Class  Yoga philosophy and values of hope, inspiration and optimism can be applied to 
many aspects of the human life. Try this unique opportunity to be part of the change.
6 Oct /  19.30 / Plaza Anaya / Open to the public
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Translation courtesy of Teresa N. Castañeda A.



We would like to thank Asher Jay for her contribution to conservation through art
and for allowing us to display her artwork in this program.


